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pulled down. Evidently, there also is a tendency to produce the same electrical unbalance in the air below the clouds, but this is relatively ineffective owing to poor conductivity. When the cloud droplets evaporate, their charges remain, but, presumably, now attached to the condensation nuclei, which thus become gross ions that, with excess negative charges, slowly settle by gravity to the earth.
In some such manner, perhaps, as here outlined, thunderstorms mainly have established, and maintain, a potential difference of about 1,000,000 volts between the earth and the highly ionized region of the upper air a difference that is small in comparison with those locally and temporarily produced by these storms within the dielectric between the conducting plates and that cause lightning discharges.
This concept may be very erroneous, but from it practically every important observational fact about atmospheric electricity, such as inverse relation of conductivity and potential gradient, effects of dust, fogs, wind, cloud, time of day, etc., may be deduced. It is, therefore, at least an aid to the memory,
If we* insist that gravity actions, such as the falling of rain, bring to the earth more positive electricity than negative, as many observations indicate, and hold with Simpson that lightning usually is positive from cloud to earth, and, finally, that most of the brush discharges from grounded objects are of negative electricity, a comforting explanation, then, is not HO easy to find.
lint even under these, or practically these, adverse conditions, theories have* been evolved, especially the penetrating radiation theory of Swann,1 in which it in assumed that- incoming radiation of high penetrating power not only produces ionimtion, as it in known to do, but also drives violently forward the electrons it detaches. In this way, it is assumed, the earth in kept negatively charged to such value that the resulting conduction current in, on the average, equal and opposite to the downward driven corpuscular current.
Evidently, then, the maintenance of the earth's electric charge still is the great problem in atmospheric electricity, but it should riot, and probably will not, remain so, much longer.
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